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“Financial institutions must be able to deliver an easy to navigate, a seamless digital platform that goes far beyond a miniaturized online banking offering.”

Jim Marous
Digital Banking Report

With the emergence of new technologies, banks and financial services around the globe are taking advantage. The rapid development of information technology, internet connectivity, and smartphones has influenced the banking and financial services sector. The combination of financial technology (FinTech) and blockchain is deliberately transforming digital banking services. This study explores the intervention of FinTech and blockchain technologies in digital banking and financial services. The present study shows that FinTech and blockchain have a strong influence on the digitalization trends. The research focuses on processes of modernization in banking and financial services in addition to particular focus on the community.

Introduction

New technologies are emerging and changing all over the world. The accessibility of an internet connection with smartphone-enabled services has made simple access to high-speed technological advancements for a wide range of people. The notion of Industry 4.0 (Brettel et al.; Davies 2015; Sheng, 2018; Mekinjić, 2019; Badr Machkour, 2020; Yulius et al. 2020) indicates major renovations to the economy and society at large, with technological changes around the globe reforming internal and external application models for favorable interactions in the digital process.

Reconstructing the banking and financial sector entails the interconnection of financial technology (FinTech) and blockchain technologies (Badr Machkour, 2020). FinTech is regarded as one of the most significant financial industry revolutions. It has progressed at a breakneck pace, thanks in part to the sharing economy, favorable legislation, and advances in information technology (Lee, 2018). Finance and technology have been involved in a long-term process of FinTech development based on new technologies (Arner et al., 2016). Mobile and digital payment systems remain the key vessel for fintech. The number of FinTech companies is increasing swiftly worldwide, offering service options in numerous areas, such as payment systems, asset management, credit solutions, and insurance services. This technology is well-designed to support businesses adapt to guidelines efficiently and resourcefully (Karaçallik, 2018).

Blockchain distributed ledger technologies have many features to offer emerging financial services. Blockchain is starting to influence internet communications. Networks can transform how things work and are a very close part of the digital technologies that are renovating most industries. Blockchain technology will change the banking and finance sector to a great extent as information technology has enabled peer-to-peer (P2P) communications as well as mass media communications. Blockchain allows the public to send and receive money instantly, securely, and at a low-cost transfer fee for fast transactions without third-party interventions, which reduces or removes the chances of hacking. Digitalization of the banking and financial service is incomplete with other components of the fourth industrial revolution: blockchain networks and financial technology companies’ preparation for the digital platform and other services. Digitalized banking services strongly scrutinize old tradition-based business models and processes with faster response times and proficiencies in offering safe and simple payment
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transactions (Mekinjić, 2019).

The research objective of the study is to better understand FinTech and blockchain technologies. This paper outlines how FinTech and blockchain are being adopted by the banking and finance industry and are set to grow significantly in the upcoming years. The study uses a literature review to identify the driving forces that are causing this development and promoting their spread.

Our research question for this paper is: How are FinTech and blockchain technologies influencing the banking and financial services industries?

We conducted a literature review to identify the influence of FinTech and blockchain in digital banking and financial services. The study aims to identify the driving forces that impact their development and promotion. We develop a classification system for FinTech and blockchain to categorize technological advancement, benefits, and challenges in banking and finance.

Explorations in Financial Technology (FinTech)

FinTech has changed its competition and collaboration with banks over the past decades. FinTech companies now play a significant part in the digital finance economy. The banking industry proceeds at the forefront of digital innovation. Digital finance has a high potential to provide reasonable, useful, and secure banking services to individual users (Ozilli, 2018). With digital banking innovations being offered by banks, digital finance has started providing better services for users. Digitalization has changed the current economic system with today's technologies (North, 2020). FinTech providers are developing new services and products in the financial services sector to aggregate the functions of banks to their customers (Ozilli, 2018). If successful, this will surely change the existing business landscape of financial services.

Revolutionizing payments and deposits
FinTech firms have presented mobile wallet solutions for reliable payments, with high speed, and easy accessibility. FinTech provides an online platform that can electronically increase the convenience of access to such services. An e-wallet makes payment transactions directly to transfer cash from one wallet to another, simply with the mobile number as the key identifier. There are no required account details to transfer funds.

The new lending model
FinTech solutions are more equipped than banks and other lending institutions at providing quick access to reserve cash and loans to those with low or no income (Ozilli, 2018). A peer-to-peer (P2P) digital lending platform acts as an exchange between shareholders and debtors. An individual with chargeable money can lend it straight to an insolvent through a digital platform and earn interest on it.

Investments on digital advice platform
FinTech has also changed the traditional financial investment advisory position. Digital finance reshapes the finance industry by producing an outcome that was forecast by the financial system. FinTech companies in this position can deliver high-tech advisory associated with the money through a digital platform, while helping customers to invest in financial products. These online platforms are usually known as Robo-advisors and digital advice platforms, since they promote investments on automatic mode.

Future of FinTech in Banking Services

The banking and finance industry is a dynamic industry with strong competition for products and services. Accordingly, banks are persistently determined to grow and transform to avoid being outstripped by their competitors. Presently, the contest is for a digital banking structure that allows services to be offered by digital signals. This is possible as digital transformation has been giving rise to new products and services in electronic payment systems (Karaçalıkk, 2018). Digitalized banking practices undoubtedly carry with them new entities and forecasts for growing new banking services and increasing business performances, including bank profits. Banks of the future aim to become effective technologically prepared branches with no more bottlenecks, and where services will be provided through self-service machines. Online services will focus on consumers, who are the primary service goal of the bank.

The primary focus of banks that need to implement widespread digital transformation is to familiarize their current services with new practices of industry processes, with an outline of services based on the formation of applied ethical thinking. Digital bank branches of the future must deal with customers in a banking atmosphere based on innovations that will provide customers with quick access to the information they require. The future of banking will be enabled by digital technology to transform traditional banking to
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digital banking. The banking and client relationship will remain in focus (Mekinjić, 2019). Meanwhile, digital banking platforms allow customers access to all online banking services with a collection of digital banking solutions (North, 2020).

The use of digital technology has prompted traditional banks and other financial institutions, which have traditionally been on the front lines, to upgrade their skills and knowledge (Iman, 2019). The flourish of financial technology in the last few years has transformed regular transactions. It facilitates cash-driven nations to move toward becoming cashless. FinTech clients therefore must modify their values and morals due to adopting new digital practices (Poustitchi, 2018).

Payment Services
FinTech in banking services has mainly affected payments and the mode by which transactions are executed. It is designed to encourage customers to switch to electronic banking, mobile banking, and digital payment services to eradicate the need to visit bank buildings for such tedious tasks. FinTech aims for the banking sector to reshape profit-making conditions for industries and produce new revenue channels through online payments.

Improved Customer Services
FinTech creates innovative goods and services to meet customer demands that aren’t being met by traditional financial institutions (Poustitchi, 2018). The pledge of FinTech performers is to implement business practices that are accountable for protecting consumers. FinTech aims to deliver bank customers continued access to financial services. The banking sector thus needs to focus on confirming safer transactions, since their customers’ data privacy is liable to hacks.

Smart Solutions
FinTech has started to offer effective and dynamic solutions for banks and financial service providers, such as loans, remittances, insurance, and transfers. Financial services and banks are experiencing the ever-increasing necessity of achieving results that are strong, rapid, and flexible. The finance sector is being entrusted by FinTech companies to respond to market and technology disruption and concentrate on customer services.

Enhanced Reachability
FinTech in banking places focus on data analytics to control for providing personalized financial products and services to consumers that ensures complete execution over the internet and smartphone devices. The banking industry is focusing on exploiting the latest technologies to renovate their policies. Open banking solutions are essential protocols and tools used to build software and applications. They add to designating the significance of FinTech in banking and financial services.

Blockchain and Big Data
A parallel technology performs the best parts of FinTech. Blockchain technology supports having a distributed peer-to-peer network amongst all the counterparts in a transaction series, without trusted party intervention or centralized control. Blockchain technology will assist in reducing frauds and phishing attacks, and make safer transactions. Big data with machine learning and artificial intelligence will be used to support the spectator’s risks in digital payment systems for their effectiveness in banking practices, user prerequisites, and personalized product and service offerings (North, 2019).

Blockchain Technology
Blockchain technology is now considered for its impact on banking and financial services in a general context with other industries and sectors. Blockchain technology is decentralized, transparent, anonymous (or pseudonymous), and immutable. Blockchain uses encryption technology to form digital currencies, a favourable new medium of exchange that is safer and better than physical cash. Blockchain is the underlying technology that maintains digital transaction ledgers today. Blockchain technology has found applications in almost across many industries in recent years, from manufacturing to supply chain management to financial services. Blockchain technology has the opportunity to disrupt the financial services sector in various ways. This technology can undeniably reduce issues, disorders, and setbacks in many aspects of financial technology services. We therefore see blockchain as a promising technology to resolve significant problems in the banking and finance sector that have been for many years impeding the industry (Nasscom, 2020).

Identity Theft
A serious issue with the banking and finance industry is identity theft. Blockchain can stamp out problems with identity theft in financial services. The technology protects digital individualities within a distributed ledger system that enables actual entities to engage in network-based transactions. Blockchain promises to allow two
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parties that do not trust or even know each other to nevertheless make safe trusted transactions over an irreversible network without trusted party interventions needed to confirm user identity, and thus with no identity theft option.

**Fraud detection and Anti-money laundering**

In most cases, using transactional logs, time-series data, a location-based strategy, and transaction terms passing relational data are required to identify fraud detection, for example, with money laundering (Krishnapriya, 2020). Financial fraud and money laundering have a global impact and are one of the main obstacles to the industry. Distributed ledger solutions can be responsible for fraud prevention competencies with financial services looking for ambiguous financial transactions that cover exchanges between multiple parties, with differences in currency denominations and settlement time.

**Auditing and accounting**

Effective and consistent recordkeeping, auditing, and accounting have been another set of hindrances for the banking and financial sector for many years. Blockchain technology offers disruptive innovation using a distributed ledger system protected by cryptography that can make financial statement audits and financial reporting transparent in real-time and remove outdated information. Blockchain technology fundamentally transforms the nature of accounting and auditing in current business services.

**Operational inefficiencies**

Blockchain transactions use a cryptographic protocol. This transforms the effective functioning of the banking and finance industry, as the banking sector has faced slow timelines for transaction clearance and settlement, with high operation costs. Blockchain systems can increase the transaction speed remarkably. Blockchain eliminates the use of multiple ledgers, intermediaries, and transactions that take much time, are expensive, and with high transaction failure rates. Distributed ledger networks that use cryptocurrencies guarantee faster cross-border transaction clearing. Transaction time can take less than ten minutes, which is implausible in contrast with the typical one- to two-week clearance time in previous methods.

**Banking product and Service innovation**

Banks for the most part have presently failed to make innovative products and services. Yet now there is a new way to give increased value to their clients through digital asset exchange with great service offerings delivered by blockchains. Distributed ledger technology has the potential to solve ongoing problems with business services by allowing multiple banks to make significant contributions to their banking customers. Banks may also give those customers the option to gradually exchange multiple other financial assets on or through a blockchain network.

**Future of Blockchain in Digital Banking**

Blockchain as an underlying technology will continue to impact the financial technology landscape as it continues to disrupt the banking and financial sector. Preferred mechanisms, such as consensus-building, distributed ledger databases, and cryptographic hashes of every block are now available. This enables blockchain solutions to generate a powerful new form of data sharing, eliminating third-party invention, improving the ease of asset transfer, and speeding up reconciliation processes. Blockchain in banking can help deliver faster payments to customers through trained banking systems.

Blockchain technology processes such as cross-border payments will be made more and more convenient. In recent years, the global banking industry has been experimenting with the adoption of blockchain technologies to deal with many use cases in financial services: peer-to-peer lending, peer-to-peer insurance, real-time payments, cross-border payments, trade finance, auditing, compliance reporting, and core banking solutions. It started with bitcoin cryptocurrency and has changed into a technology that can transform many settlement patterns in the banking sector. Forecasts about the average cost savings of financial transactions are promising. Traditionally, settlements have been complicated due to many trusted parties, which makes them measured. Settlement is exposed to a possibility for fraud and high operational risk. Blockchain technology implementation in this field could not only decrease settlement costs, but also improve safety and proficiency.

The future for blockchain technology acceptance appears set to involve visualizing business models that include connected producer-consumer networks and programming code arrangements on trade incentives to ensure governance, along with rapid and growing adoption (Doshi, 2021).

While multiple industries use blockchain technology, the banking industry has been among the top positions for
adoption. Nearly thirty percent of institutions in the banking sector are currently using blockchain technology to make a new digital platform in financial services (Source?). Banks started investing vast amounts of money in research and development processes for blockchain-based solutions to resolve their disputes. Hence, the entry of blockchain in the banking sector is seen as having the potential to solve many problems and issues in financial services and make the banking system more transparent and reliable (Bitdeal, 2020). Blockchain is particularly a digital platform for disruptive innovation, which means its impact can possibly spread far outside of revitalizing financial services (Doshi, 2021).

Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

Blockchain technology adoption in the banking sector and the decentralization of financial services are influencing new digital forms of banking. Decentralized finance (DeFi) has the prospect of disrupting the traditional financial system because of its external financial tools and controlled regulatory governance. DeFi confronts the current financial system and offers more open transparency than the traditional institutions (Stably, 2019). The modern financial system is centralized. It would be challenged by a globally enabled safer system with lower-cost transactions. In the current system, the chief monetary authorities issue currency that drives the financial plan for the government, banks, trades, and businesses.

Cryptocurrency is the leading-edge digital offering of an industry (finance) that has been around since the outset of time. The first generation of DeFi applications have depended on trust from the majority to use as a security and safeguard mechanism. Henceforth, cryptocurrency wallets became the gateway for all digital asset activities. The DeFi community has been considering techniques through provisions to owners by polling their choices, thus familiarizing them with a broader selection of DeFi use cases. Cryptocurrencies are bringing money online and giving people ways to make money on decentralized applications. The fact that decentralized finance and the future of money lies in the hands of anybody who can code or download applications is fascinating for observers (Bharadwaj, 2020).

Table 1 and 2 outline studies that have been done on banking and finance, technological advancements, benefits, and challenges associated with the intervention of FinTech and blockchain technologies in the banking and financial services sector (Hershkovitz, 2021). When it came to categorising articles about FinTech and blockchain, we used a systematic technique this investigation.

Classification of FinTech in Banking and Finance

Banking and finance

FinTech is mostly still start-up technology, providing industrial-based business services that are already delivered by several conventional financial services, such as banks, insurance, and asset management companies. FinTech in the banking and finance industry usually provides services through applications, products, business models, and business processes. The banking sector’s major object niche areas for FinTech are commercial and consumer lending and payments.
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**Table 1.** Classification of FinTech in Banking and Finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FinTech</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking and finance</td>
<td>Facilitates transactions, safety, transparent, financial inclusion, convenience, financial start-ups</td>
<td>Gupta (2019); Milne (2016); Pollari (2016); Medeiros &amp; Chau (2016); Schueffel (2016); (Ozili, 2018); North (2020); Pousttchi (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological advancement</td>
<td>Commoditization of technology, market penetration, competitive edge, transactions, broad-range applications</td>
<td>Pollari (2016); Dandapani (2017); Arner, Barberis and Buckley (2017); Kauffman et al. (2017); Karaçallık (2018); Iman (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Operational, managerial, strategic, transaction cost, service delivery, and innovation</td>
<td>Milne (2016); Pollari (2016); Medeiros &amp; Chau (2016); Arner, Barberis and Buckley (2017); Teja (2017); Dandapani (2017); Foklinsteyn and Lennon (2017); Pousttchi (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges</td>
<td>Organization, culture, regulation and governance, security and privacy, technology and standards</td>
<td>Milne (2016); Pollari (2016); Medeiros &amp; Chau (2016); Teja (2017); Arner, Barberis and Buckley (2017); Mekinjić (2019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Technological advancement**

Digital technology is growing in both developed and developing countries. It has gradually progressed from internet banking to mobile banking and is now heading in a new direction toward banking. A new technology landscape is taking shape, with an increase in the use of smartphones, telecommunications, and data services at reasonable costs. This brings with it secure electronic commerce platforms and the introduction of new market actors with increased consumer awareness and possibilities in the financial sector.

**Benefits**

The development of FinTech suggests unrelenting progress in financial services. FinTech provides banks with high-value benefits from a business perspective in operational, managerial, and strategic areas, along with lower transaction costs, better service delivery, and innovation. FinTech offers customers better service, lower prices, more choices, simpler transaction chains, and operational costs that are more efficient due to flows of information.

**Challenges**

This review identified challenges related to FinTech services. Coordination amongst competing financial institutions involves resistance to agreeing on standards, rules, and regulations of access to banking platforms. To improve a system’s stability, a company needs a

---

**Figure 2.** Decentralized payment system
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**Figure 3.** Conceptual framework of the study

proficient technology infrastructure, flexibility, and security. This means that companies interested in learning about FinTech and investing in new technology should be aware of their operational concerns. Another major challenge for FinTech is collaboration. The task of finding a new and perfect companion for every new enterprise may be challenging and time-consuming.

FinTech provides digital banking services more efficiently (Yulius et al., 2019). A systematic approach manages the pressure between the difficulty of innovation and how modern companies address technological advances (Wonglimpiyarat, 2017). Digitalized banking and financial services choose from payment systems, insurance, loans, and investments to the community through digital services.

FinTech applies technology to provide innovation and improved financial services (Mohanasundaram et al., 2021). Technology-focused FinTech start-up increase these stages to form innovative business models with advanced security, promotional features, access, and new consumer profiling techniques. FinTech companies have significantly improved competitive pressure by directly fetching with the customer. Many FinTech companies still rely on banks to store data and process payments, and users often create FinTech transactions from an account with a financial institution. Incumbents large and small are embracing digital transformation across the value chain to strive with FinTech and big techs (Erik et al., 2021).

The new design of P2P lending and borrowing from FinTech companies generates revenue by associating lenders and borrowers through charges from all interested parties devoid of any investment funds. The technology acceptance of innovative business products and services comes from users, while the regulations supporting them aim to confirm safe transactions on such electronic platforms. Using these services, banks and other financial institutions have made it possible for their consumers to carry out a variety of payment activities. The technology that penetrates payments has been beneficial and disruptive in evaluating other business areas of banks. Payments have been disrupted due to the availability of smartphone devices connected to various data networks, as well as a wide range of innovative products and applications made available by FinTech to divert consumer attention away from traditional banking services and toward electronic platforms. Banks should there take efforts on all the core competent areas for having advantages above FinTech.

**Classification of Blockchain in Banking and Finance**

**Banking and finance**

Blockchain technology is in the initial stage of disrupting banking and finance. It is a powerful technology that enables cryptocurrencies, anonymity (or pseudonymity), and security. Distributed ledgers can possibly save banks billions in cash by intensively reducing processing costs. The ongoing implementation of blockchain technology is on a pace to increase banks’ profitability and value. All large banks and financial services are now trying out blockchain, in use cases such as for recordkeeping, money transfers, and other back-end functions (Hershkovitz, 2021). Blockchain will deeply impact the financial services sector by creating a decentralized database of digital assets.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Classification of Blockchain in Banking and Finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blockchain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking and finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological advancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Technological advancement**
Using blockchain helps an organization to become more transparent, decentralized, efficient, and secure with reduced costs, and adherence to regulatory processes. With end-to-end encryption, blockchain technology creates an unalterable record of transactions, thereby preventing or lowering theft and other unlawful fraudulent conduct. The advances of blockchain technology have contributed a great deal to changing traditional banking services. However, the promising characteristics of blockchain are still not widely applied to real-time implementations. The strengths and advantages of blockchain applications are still being developed.

**Benefits**
Blockchain technology provides banks with business perspective benefits such as operational, managerial, strategic, and infrastructure. Blockchain enhances the accuracy of recordkeeping, increases transparency, reduces fraud, improves privacy, enables identity management, trust, enhanced efficiency of financial services, and depends on less physical infrastructure needed for the transfer of goods and services. Blockchain likewise provides superior security similar to keeping data in a database in a way that protects the central database from attacks (Park & Park, 2017). According to Wamba et al. (2019), blockchain technology’s transparency strongly predicts behavioral intent to utilize blockchain technology. Transparency is supported since the transactions are shared across all nodes, which fosters confidence in a community of users (Osmani et al., 2020).

**Challenges**
Blockchain technology adopters should be clear that it is still in a major stage of development with as of yet very few standards and regulations. Blockchain requires computing power, expensive IT infrastructure, transaction security, and still has regulatory difficulties. Identity verification, scalability, energy consumption, consensus mechanism, adoption cost, and set-up are more time-consuming to implement blockchain technology in the banking sector.

The banking industry has long been seen as a pillar of stability in the economy, but it is now experiencing massive change. Blockchain technology is a way to encrypt all kinds of transactions to protect the identities and integrity of all parties involved. In the existing financial infrastructure, banks are interested in figuring out how blockchain may help address problems. Distributed ledgers are no longer exclusive to cryptocurrencies like bitcoin and ethereum. The immutability of distributed ledgers mean there are several simultaneous versions of the truth shares in a network for each transaction.
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Blockchain technology is being used to improve consumer experience, restructure market activities, and streamline product features in the global economy. Eventually, blockchain will allow for more secure and cost-effective exchange of products and services. Banks and financial institutions can use blockchain technology to cut costs and boost speed when making bank-to-bank and international payment transfers. The formation of a decentralized client identity system may also be supported by blockchain technology, though this is also in its early conceptual stages (Hershkovitz, 2021). Blockchain has proven to have beneficial applications in several industries, with banks verifying their progressive interest in adopting this technology.

Conclusion

This paper conducted a literature review of FinTech and blockchain in the banking and finance sector. It found that banks and financial institutions are undergoing massive transformation to keep up with digital technological change. The research concluded that FinTech will lead to major changes in investment standards that offer excellent customer information backed by blockchain technology. Based on equity and decentralization, blockchain in FinTech can provide a much more effective banking alternative than we have currently. This study thus contributes to raising awareness about the blockchain-based community of FinTech that enables fast money transfers, top-notch security, and clear financial tracking.

The necessity for technological transformation, collaboration, and business savings will bring traditional banks to the digital banking portal. Banking and financial services are always looking for advanced technology to improve client experiences. The development of new technologies and increasing consumer expectations are driving needs in the financial sector, while digital transformation is crucial to increasing consumers. FinTech developments will likely bring about massive changes in business and financial services. Blockchain technology still faces several challenges today, while it is still the most promising technology in the banking and financial sector. Blockchain is not perceived as a competing tool for central bank or cryptocurrencies. Thus, the future for blockchain technology can only get brighter.

There are certain limitations to this study. Future researchers need to rectify the errors in the adoption of blockchain technology and FinTech in digital banking services by collecting the relevant sources related to cryptocurrencies in various industries in support of blockchain and FinTech solutions. Based on the findings of this study, future researchers should attempt to develop a new conceptual model and conduct systematic research for business applications.
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